The aggregation-induced emission (AIE) is a photochemical process described in 2001, where the aggregation of specific kinds of organic compounds enhances the emission of light performed by these organic compounds. Since then, this phenomenon had attracted much interest because of its potential application in optics, electronics, energy and bioscience. In this review, the main concepts of AIE are going to be explained through the mechanistic decipherment of these photophysical processes. Additionally, some AIE systems will be discussed, describing the phosphorescence enhancement induced in organic molecules by this effect, but we will be focusing on the cyano-containing AIEgens, its recent advances and the driving forces that lead to the AIE effect in these cyanocontaining molecules.
Introduction
Molecules with luminophore characteristics are of great interest in the field of material science. Furthermore, if there are molecules capable of presenting fluorescence or phosphorescence under the aggregate or solid state, the possible technological applications are enormous, in comparison with molecules that exhibit this behavior in others state of matter. These luminophores can be used in OLEDS, liquid crystals, DNA visualization, bioimaging, explosives detection, among others. However, in most of the conventional luminophoric systems, the induction of the aggregate state produces an adverse effect in luminescence; this effect is known as the ''Aggregation-caused quenching'' (ACQ) [1] . One of the most common examples of the ACQ effect is present in the molecules of perylene ( Fig. 1) .
Perylene molecules have a strong luminescence when it is in solution with THF. However, as soon as the fraction of a poor solvent is increased in solution, the emission in these molecules gets significantly reduced. Thus, once the perylene molecules get aggregated, they present a p-p stacking interaction, due to its planar aromatic structure. The result of these interactions gives rise to very short lifetime dimeric or heterodimeric species known as excimers. The formation of the excimers is harmful to the emission in the aggregated state and gives rise to the well-known ACQ phenomena [2] . It is essential to remark that the presence of the ACQ effect is attributed to most of the aromatic molecules and its derivatives because of its intrinsic planarity, as Briks state it in his book ''Photophysics of aromatic molecules'' [3] .
In addition to that, conventional organic luminophores usually present strong luminescent characteristics as isolated molecules, but they lose this characteristic as the degree of aggregation increases. In this scenario, a lot of aromatic molecules are very close between each other, leading to intense intermolecular p-p stacking interactions, especially to those molecules with disk or rod-like shapes. These stacking interactions produce a non-radiative decay in molecules that present excited states before the stacking, resulting in the emission quenching of the luminophores [1] . Another closely related process in regard to the non-radiative relaxation pathways is produced by a conformational change that leads to cis-trans isomerization's, which are directly related with the solvent viscosity, the size and mobility of the freely movable moieties in the molecules [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In these regards, we can say that the ACQ effect is generally unfavorable for the vast majority of applications on luminophoric materials; unfortunately, it is present in most of the conventional organic molecules. Because of this, many research groups made a lot of efforts trying to tackle down the ACQ effect, without any significant success. The main problem with these attempts was the approach that the researchers took, in which they tried to alter or modify a natural process that is related to the intrinsic tendency of the aromatic molecules to form aggregates in concentrated solutions [12] .
Due to the failed attempts and the necessity to have high luminescent molecules under the aggregate state, in 2001, Yuning Hong and its research group found a type of organic luminogen, in which the aggregation of molecules increased the radiative emission rather than decreasing it [2] . They found that there are a series of silole derivative molecules that do not present emission when they are diluted, but once they get aggregated, a high luminescent behavior is observed. Since the formation of aggregates induces the light emission, this process was termed as ''aggregation-induced emission'' (AIE) [13] . In this scenario, the AIE effect has an opposite behavior to the one exposed by the ACQ phenomena, defying the conventional perspective of ''useless'' materials, that non-luminescent molecules in dilution had, into a potentially high luminescent species under aggregate conditions. From Yuning's breakthrough, a new path to study the radiative emission of molecules under the aggregate state was opened, leading to the acquirement of structure-property relationships and some insight into the working mechanisms of the effect. Thus, many research groups synthesized and studied different molecules that could potentially present the AIE effect, changing the preparations and modulating how the aggregation conditions of these compounds are. As a result of the performed investigation, a lot of information was obtained, a variety of new AIE systems were discovered, and the operating mechanisms behind the effect and many practical applications started to being explored [2] . Some of the systems that present the AIE effect are: cruciforms [14] , hexaphenylsilole [15] , diaminodicyanoquinodimethanes (DADQs) [16] , diphenylbutadienes [17] and tetraphenylethenes [18] .
To ensure a complete understanding of this phenomenon, there is a brief explanation of those to the date known and accepted operating principles that govern the aggregation-induced emission effect as well as an introduction to the two main classifications for the systems that have this effect and a view in the cyano-containing AIEgens. 
Operating principles of the AIE systems
To understand the principles behind the AIE effect, it is necessary to recall that luminogenic molecules that suffered an excitation of their electrons are capable of releasing this excess of energy, obtained during the excitation process, via photophysical and/or photochemical pathways [19] . As it is expected in the nonradiative relaxation, the excess of energy present in the molecule is released by the emission of phonons, which are commonly known as heat. On the other hand, the radiative relaxation process is entirely the opposite, and here, we are talking about an energy release pathway in which the emission of photons frees the energy.
In the case of the AIE systems, the relaxation of the excited state by a photophysical pathway could be accomplished in two ways: the non-radiative and radiative processes, while the photochemical one refers to the loss of energy through a chemical reaction. Therefore, in solution, the excited AIEgens should decay mainly through non-radiative photophysical or photochemical processes and in the aggregated state, they should decline mostly through the radiative photophysical process. The collective effects of these radiative and non-radiative ways of releasing energy give rise to an increase or quench in the luminescence of each different luminogen [20] .
Thus, there exist three main hypotheses that explain the mechanical causes of the non-radiative relaxations or the enhancement of the radiative ones. These mechanisms are known as RIR, RIV and RIM.
Restriction of intermolecular rotation (RIR)
This mechanism was firstly proposed by Zikai and coworkers, to understand its principle; we initially should imagine a ''propeller-shaped'' molecule (PSM), as it is shown in Fig. 2 . Thus, once the PSM is taken to its excited state it has two options for the relaxation process: the radiative and non-radiative pathways. Hence, when a propeller-shaped molecule is taken to its excited state and it is in solution the free mobile parts of the molecule that are attached, generally by a single bond, to the main core of the molecule can freely rotate, releasing the energy from the molecules by the realization of intermolecular movements [21] . This is a non-radiative way that is harmful for the effect that we are looking for.
Furthermore, this effect is responsible of the luminescence quenching ACQ in the AIEgen species [22, 23] .
On the other hand, at the aggregate state, these propeller-shaped molecules are not able to pack tight together, avoiding the p-p stacking process, which is responsible for the ACQ effect in conventional luminophores, due to the free rotating groups that confer the propeller shape of these compounds. Even more, in the aggregate state the molecules cannot pack tightly together because of the free rotating groups that do not adopt a planar conformation, producing intrinsic steric restriction. Instead, the ''rotor'' moieties attached to the core section of the molecule are greatly restricted owing to the physical constraints provided by the neighboring moieties and molecules that are very close between each other. This restriction of the intramolecular rotation blocks the photophysical non-radiative pathway and opens up the photophysical radiative way. As a result, the PSMs become highly emissive in the aggregate state.
As a general idea of what should be the main structure of the propeller-shaped molecules mentioned before, some examples of AIEgens that have the specified shape are shown in Fig. 2 [15] .
To illustrate the RIR mechanism, we can use a fairly known AIEgen that presents aggregation- induced emission due to the RIR mechanism; this molecule is the tetraphenylethene (TPE) Fig. 3 [21] .
In Fig. 3 , we can see that the TPE molecule is nonemissive in solution as the excited state of the TPE can decay quickly in a non-radiative way, mostly by the free rotation of the pendant phenyl groups of TPE, which are shown in blue arrows. Once the TPE gets aggregated, these intermolecular rotations are restricted due to multiple intermolecular interactions that block non-radiative decay pathways and leave the radiative channel open as the only method to release the energy in the molecule [18] .
The restriction of intermolecular vibrations (RIV)
As the AIE study advances, the family of AIE molecules continues growing, leading to some peculiar systems that exhibit the AIE phenomenon, but the molecules forming these systems are lacking any rotor-like moiety in its molecular structure, and this is the case of molecules like THBDBA and BDBA ( Fig. 4 ) among other molecules [24] . For these systems, the AIE effect cannot be explained using the RIR mechanism, and therefore, other parameters need to be taken into account. As the concept of RIR focuses on the restriction of intramolecular rotations, perhaps these new systems perform the AIE effect under the limitation of another intramolecular motion. The other motion proposed is the intramolecular vibration (RIV) [24] . Thus, the RIV should work similarly as the RIR mechanism; the different conformation that the molecules can adopt in the solvated state will consume the energy of the excited molecule in a non-radiative manner which produces the lack of emission when the system is in solution.
In, contrast, when the system is in a cluster it experiences conformational vibration hindrances, because of the neighbor molecules as shown in Fig. 4 . This is reflected in the restriction of the molecule motions (vibrations) blocking the non-radiative pathways and inducing the release of energy under a radiative way to finally produce the observed AIE effect [1] . Some examples of AIEgens capable to produce an excited-state decay by intermolecular vibrations are shown in Fig. 5 .
Finally, an essential aspect of this mechanism is that AIE molecules that get activation through RIV may not have as many and efficient non-radiative vibrational decay pathways as in the RIR mechanism. Therefore, the restriction of these channels will result in a less pronounced AIE effect [24] .
The restriction of intermolecular motions (RIM)
This new mechanism gives a broader idea of the fundamental principles that govern the AIE effect. In general, it is an integration of the RIR and the RIV mechanisms in which the motion of a molecule is described as the rotation and vibration that its structure presents. Generally, in AIE systems, the flexibility of a structure promotes intramolecular motions which increase the non-radiative decay channels. The aggregation induces some structure hardening, and in that way, it blocks the non-radiative decay pathways, increasing the emission of photons in the relaxation process [21] .
AIEgens that can present this new RIM principle need to have a vibratory core and rotatable sections in its conformation. An example of a molecule that fulfills these requirements is shown in (Fig. 6 ).
The main idea of RIM is that the RIR and RIV mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, instead they can work together to increase the AIE phenomenon. It seeks to explain and create a much more diverse family of AIEgens where intramolecular motions can enhance non-radiative decay rates of isolated single molecules, whereas structural stiffen blocks the nonradiative pathways, directing relaxation of the excited species through radiative channels [1] . Figure 3 Chemical structure of tetraphenylethene (TPE), which emission is due to the RIR mechanism.
Enhancement of phosphorescence lifetime
Usually, organic molecules exhibit weak or nonphosphorescent radiation because of the tight binding of valence electrons that contains the emission caused by the transition from triplet excited states to the ground state. Besides of that, long-lived phosphorescence of certain organic molecules is under study, and a long-life phosphorescence could be achieved in organic molecules if the system is capable of producing an intersystem crossing (ISC) and also Figure 4 Chemical structure of THTBDA, which emission is due the RIV mechanism. has the capability of tuning the phosphorescence radiative decay [25] .
Thus, the ISC effect between a singlet and a triplet excited states of the organic system is absolutely necessary [26, 27] . A considerable strategy to favor the ISC rate is to reduce the energy difference between the singlet (S m ) and the triplet (T m ) excited states; this means that it is necessary to reduce the energy gap between excited states. An interesting approach to achieve this is to induce the aggregation of molecules Fig. 7 , which may be useful in the reduction in the mentioned energy gap between the excited states. Thus, the AIE effect could be responsible for the phosphorescence rise in organic molecules.
Recently, research revealed that ISC and the internal conversion (IC) could have a comparable timescale and ISC can occur in high-lying excited states [27] . Consequently, it is considered to compare the use of the aggregation as a method to reduce the ISC energy gap to increase the conjugation of different polymeric compounds, which enhance their conductivity by reducing the band gap. In both cases, if there is just one molecule of the compound ''monomer,'' the energy levels are quite distant from each other, and the ISC is mainly negligible. But, when the number of molecules is increased to two ''dimer,'' the excited states will go under a splitting of the energy levels resulting in the reduction in the energy gap. Even more, if the aggregation proceeds, the behavior will be the same than the increase in conjugation in a semiconductor ''polymer,'' the excited states go under splitting, and the energy gap of the singlet and triplet excited states will be smaller.
This concept of aggregated induced intersystem crossing, AI-ISC, allows the suppression of the lowest singlet state. This means that the fluorescence of the molecule will also be suppressed to allow for the appearance of phosphorescence, which can be considered as complementary to AIE. However, the influence of AI-ISC on phosphorescence lifetime remains unexplored [28] .
AIEgens systems
The high level of interest in the AIE phenomena and the further understanding of the mechanisms behind this effect lead to the discovery of a high number of systems with these qualities. Thus, the development of different molecules capable of showing luminescence under the aggregate conditions obtained significant progress. In this regard, different families of these compounds appeared, being the most representative those composed by pure hydrocarbon molecules, compounds containing heteroatoms, polymeric, inorganic and organometallic. This shows that the variety of AIE systems has maintained a continual or even an exponential growth since it was discovered [2] .
In this section, we are going to briefly discuss the general characteristics and showcase some examples of the two first-mentioned systems to later completely focus in the cyano-containing AIEgens and their characteristics. 
Hydrocarbon AIEgens
These systems are composed of molecules with just carbons and hydrogens atoms in its chemical structure; they comprise a fundamental role in all the types of AIEgen systems. Because, by not having any heteroatom in their structure, the analysis of the interactions between molecules, polarity, electronic, photophysical and other properties of the molecule is much simpler and straight forward, leading to a quite accurate structure to property relationship. That provides insight into the driving mechanisms behind the AIE effect. Additionally, the hydrocarbon systems could work as building blocks or models for the development of different functional AIEgens, taking into account the moieties capable to freely rotate or vibrate and the structural non-planarity of the molecules when they are in the aggregate state [12] .
Some of the simplest and more representative structures of the hydrocarbon AIEgens are the ones reported by Shimizu et al. [29] , which are based on cores of hexa-1,3,5-trienes decorated with different aromatic moieties ( Fig. 8) .
In molecules (a) and (b), shown in Fig. 8 , the phenyl groups attached to the triene core are capable of rotating freely. But the phenyl located in the equatorial zone of both compounds almost does not rotate, showing dihedral angles of less than 2°for (a) and 15°for (b). This is not enough to avoid the formation of p-p stacking interactions under the aggregate state, due to tight packing between same species molecules. Besides of that, this molecule presents an AIE behavior due to the two phenyl groups located in the vertical axis that shows a dihedral angle of almost 80°. This angle is produced in response to the hindrance generated by the hydrogen atoms of the triene core and the meta hydrogen in the phenyl group [30] . Now, the molecules are unable to pack tightly in the aggregate state and also are limited to perform intermolecular motions, reducing the non-radiative relaxation pathway and induce the AIE effect.
Heteroatom AIEgens
As mentioned before, the hydrocarbon systems are quite simple and their AIE effect is not as complicated as the heteroatom-containing molecules. Hence, the emissions related to these molecules are also quite simple, producing for most of the pure hydrocarbon systems emissions at the blue region of the visible spectra. Thus, to enrich the palette of colors and widen the scope of high-tech application for the AIEgen systems, it is necessary to introduce some variation in the molecules conformation to produce an emission shift to larger wavelength, known as a red-shift [1, 2] .
To accomplish this new objective, it is necessary to incorporate heteroatoms into the luminogen, which can induce electronic perturbation, like the polarization caused by intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) [2] . That can considerably alter the photophysical behaviors of the luminogen, especially the produced colors. Thus, an AIEgen that presents some kind of heteroatom in their structure could be able to emit at longer wavelengths only if it can achieve a polarization charge transfer effect produced by electron donor-acceptor pairs [31, 32] . These pairs are demonstrated in Fig. 9 , in which the structures are conformed by a triphenylamine (TPA) group and an acceptor part. The TPA is an excellent electron-donating group, and besides the fact that it is not AIE active, it can be used as a building group to produce AIEgen systems, because of its propeller-shaped structure. On the other hand, the benzaldehyde and the fluorenone parts are electron-accepting groups, which gave the acceptor-donor pair necessary in each molecule to produce a red-shifted emission.
In the same line, other researchers have synthesized a variety of TPA-based luminogens. Obtaining immensely promoted quantum yields in the solid state compared to those obtained in solution. Also, it was found that this compound presents an electrofluorochromic behavior [33] . This was performed by joining together TPA and diOMe-TPA with two well-known AIEgens, the triphenylethylene (TPE) and the benzo[b]thiophene-1,1-dioxide (BTO). Molecules synthesized are shown in Fig. 10 [34] .
Recently, the development of various advanced materials which are TPA based is used for optoelectronic applications such as electrochromic, electrofluorochromic and polymeric memory devices.
Furthermore, it has been studied as a series of highperformance polymers that will contribute to the design of materials for applications such as data storage, displays and flexible electronics [35] .
Cyano-containing AIEgens
One subgroup of the heteroatom-containing AIEgens is the cyano-or nitrile-containing group. This functional group is quite simple; it owns a high polarizable ability and is comparably smaller than other functional groups, making the cyano group a frequently used group for the design of optical materials, which lead to the development of a large variety of AIEgens containing cyano groups [36] .
Therefore, the cyano group, besides not being as large as other groups like carboxylic acids or phenylic moieties, still is capable of producing steric effects due to the massive electronic cloud around it, which gives rise to twisted conformations. Another advantage of the cyano group is its capacity to provide electronic effects. Because of its electron-withdrawing nature, it is possible to create a donor-acceptor (D-A) Figure 9 Examples of luminogens containing oxygen and nitrogen heteroatoms. The structures marked with red are the electron-withdrawing blocks, and the ones in blue are the electrodonor groups. system. Another essential feature of molecules that contain cyano groups is that, under the crystalline state, the cyano groups are capable of interacting with hydrogen atoms of the neighboring molecules to form hydrogen bonds of the following type C-HÁÁÁN. As it is known, the hydrogen bonds are decisive for biological functions, the conformation of different macromolecular structures, and in regard to our interests, they have been mostly used to model chromophores that increase their dipole moment during electronic excitations [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . This allows the molecule to form a network in its crystalline structure, which increase the rigidity of the crystal and reduce the motion possibility of the free movable groups in the molecule Fig. 13 [43] . Because of these strong supramolecular interactions, the system by itself becomes more rigid, and the planar configuration is avoided preventing the p-p stacking interactions.
Such activity induces, in the crystalline state, a tight packing between molecules, but at the same time avoids the formation of the p-p stacking interaction. These features make the cyano group a fairly used functional group to create AIEgens with donoracceptor characteristics, H-bonding capabilities and special features such as mechano-responsive aggregation-induced emission [44] .
Recent discoveries show that certain cyano-containing molecules could be used for fluorescence imaging in living cells [45] . This is one of the most interesting applications for these kinds of molecules. Molecules shown in Fig. 11 are just some examples of molecules with these characteristics. Furthermore, for a molecule to present such properties it must be stable at pH and light variations, present low toxicity and should be able to penetrate the cell membrane. In addition to bioimaging, it was found that Py-CN-N could be used in the design of ratiometric fluorescent probes [45] .
Cyanostilbenes
One of the most common and most studied cyanocontaining AIEgens is the cyanostilbene and its derivatives. Generally, there are two variations of the cyanostilbenes; these variations depend on the cyano group position. The 4-cyanostilbene has a stilbene skeleton with a cyano group in the para-position of one aromatic ring, Fig. 12a , and the a-cyanostilbene with a cyano group located in the a-position of the ethylenic bond, Fig. 12b [46] . 4-Cyanostilbene and its derivatives, with the extension of the p-conjugation in the system, are capable of covering the whole visible region, and most of the studies related with these types of cyanostilbenes are focused on the exploitation of the twisted intramolecular charge transfer phenomena (TICT) [47] , mainly in those cyanostilbene compounds with a donor-acceptor system where the electron-donor part is located at the opposite side of the cyano group, within the molecule. However, the potential of the 4-cyanostilbene gets reduced due to its lack of chemically reactive sites that prevent further structural modifications from improving the luminescent properties and performing more profound studies. Because of this, the a-cyanostilbene was developed as an alternative to maintain the properties of 4-cyanostilbene and allow the structural tuning of the molecule. Thus, in the following section different a-cyanostilbene and 4-cyanostilbene derivatives will be reviewed in greater depth to understand how all the characteristics mentioned above work synergistically to produce the aggregation-induced enhancement emission.
For instance, one of the examples that shows the importance of the hydrogen bonding capacity in the cyano group in regard to the AIE is the cyano-substituted oligo(para-phenylene vinylene) (CN-DPDSB), sketched in Fig. 13a . This molecule, as expected, barely shows luminescence with a quantum yield around 1% when it is diluted in THF, but in the crystalline state, the luminescence becomes quite strong with an efficiency near to the 80% [43] . The luminescence of this and other organic materials under the solid state can be calculated with the use of an integration sphere [48] .
In addition to that, the optimized geometry of CN-DPDSB Fig. 13a shows a non-planar configuration due to the steric hindrance produced by the electronic clouds of the cyano group and the phenyl ring substituents. In solution, these groups are capable of releasing the energy of the excited state via non-radiative pathways like rotation and vibration motions of the substituent groups around the vinyl's double bond; this is the reason for this compound to have a very little luminescence in solution [49] . Furthermore, once the motions of a CN-DPDSB diluted in THF gets restricted by freezing at 77 K, it becomes highly luminescent, and the intensities of the photoluminescence get 100 times higher than those at room temperature [43] . Thus, the observed luminescence enhancement in the crystalline state of CN-DPDSB has the same origin as the one shown at low temperatures. The CN-DPDSB molecules are capable of interacting with atoms of the neighboring molecules by two hydrogen bonds of type C-HÁÁÁN. These hydrogen bonds are formed in two ways: the first one is formed between a nitrogen (N) atom in the cyano group and hydrogen (H) atom in a phenyl substituent, while the other hydrogen bonds occur between the nitrogen in the cyano group with a hydrogen atom in the ethylene moiety of the molecule. The distances of these hydrogen bond interactions are 2.43 and 2.56 Å , respectively Fig. 13b , and their presence is of great importance to fix the double bond and the phenyl rings, preventing their motion [43] . The hydrogen bonds in addition to other supramolecular interactions help to increase the rigidity of the molecule and also avoid a planar conformation, which ensures a high fluorescence of the molecule by the AIE phenomena when it is in the crystalline state. Recently, it has been reported that cyano-functionalized diarylethene derivatives with AIE properties are capable of presenting piezofluorochromic (PFC) behaviors [50] . In general, materials that exhibit the PFC behavior are compounds which are capable of switching their luminescent characteristics in the solid state due to changes generated in the crystalline structure of the material [51] . These changes are mainly produced by an applied mechanical force like the grinding of the crystals and are returned to their natural state by an annealing procedure. The PFC materials have attracted a lot of attention because of their potential applications in data storage, optoelectronic devices, security printing and fluorescent switches [52] [53] [54] .
Currently, it is not completely clear how the cyanofunctionalized diarylethene structure and the PFC characteristics relate to each other. Therefore, a series of N-alkyl substituted 3-(4-(10H-phenothiazin-10yl)phenyl)-2-(1H-indol-3-yl) acrylonitriles (PIA-n) were studied Fig. 14 [50] .
These molecules present an excellent AIE behavior due to the presence of a suitable donor group, TPA and the acceptor part, which corresponds to the cyano-substituted stilbene. Also, the difference in length of the alkyl chain does not make a significant difference in the absorption spectra of each compound. However, when the fraction of poor solvent is increased to values above 60, 80 and 40%, the photoluminescence of PIA-8, PIA-12 and PIA-16, respectively, gets gradually reduced [50] . This effect has been widely reported in other AIE systems, and it is not completely clear why it happens, but, as a general idea, it is accepted that high fractions of poor solvents induce a quick aggregation of AIEgens producing an amorphous arrangement rather than a crystalline one, resulting in a reduction in the emission [52, 55, 56] . On the other hand, the PIA-4 did not show a reduction in its luminescence, due to its relative small alkyl chain that makes easier for these PIA-4 molecules to maintain a crystalline structure unlike the other PIA-n derivatives with larger alkyl chains. Under this consideration, the photoluminescence intensity is dependent on the degree of crystallinity or amorphousness in the material [57, 58] .
In regard to the piezofluorochromic properties, all the PIA derivatives displayed a red-shifted behavior after grinding. The bathochromic shift, in the grounded material, was more critical in PIA-4, and according to the increasing length of the alkyl chains, the effect was less and less noticeable [50] . This behavior must be a consequence of the steric hindrance produced by the alkyl chains, as the alkyl chain gets more substantial it is much more difficult for the molecules to adopt a planar conformation and as a consequence to this the intermolecular p-p stacking would be less probable. In general, it is more difficult for the PIA derivative with the largest alkyl chain to change from a crystalline to an amorphous state by grinding [59] .
Structurally similar to the previously discussed compounds, two fluorophores illustrate the significant difference in AIE properties that could produce the presence or absence of a functional group like the cyano (Fig. 15 ). These two compounds present the same main structure. Both have methoxy groups and phenyl moieties, but the critical characteristics in this two molecules are that one fluorophore contains cyano groups, while the other one has hydrogen atoms instead. For ease, the top compound in Fig. 15 will be called as ''C1'' and the bottom one ''C2''.
The two compounds luminescent behavior was studied under the solution conditions using zinc phthalocyanine as standard [60] . These results show that the C1 molecules present very strong photoluminescence (PL), while the C2 has a quite poor PL. Moreover, the quantum yield for C1 is nearly twice as the C2's. Contrarily, under aggregation, the completely planar framework of C1 is counterproductive leaving the possibility to form p-p stacking that leads to an ACQ effect, while in C2 the substitution of the cyano groups in the phenylenevinylene skeleton induces a slight torsion in the molecule which is enough to suppress the parallel stacking between neighboring molecules, resulting in excellent photoluminescence under the solid state for C2 (Fig. 15c ).
In addition, under the crystalline state the -CN and -NO 2 groups in the C2 compound are responsible for intermolecular interactions of the type C-HÁÁÁN and C-HÁÁÁO hydrogen bonds, which are in charge to form layers of co-planar molecules that have their aromatic and aliphatic parts alternated with a minor slipping in direction of the principal axis in the crystalline system [61, 62] .
Another example refers to four different AIEgen systems with highly emissive characteristics which were synthesized from TPA, a strong electron-donor group and the AIE-active a-cyanostilbene and their optical and photoluminescent properties were studied. These compounds vary between each other in two major ways: the presence or absence of dimethoxy and bromine groups in the TPA section of the molecule or the para-position of the a-cyanostilbene phenyl's ring, respectively, Fig. 16 .
The optical properties of these compounds present different behaviors depending on whether they have or not the bromide and dimethoxy auxochromes. The compounds that present these auxochromes suffer a bathochromic shift not only on their maximum absorption peak but also on their maximum emission peak. The maximum bathochromic effect presented refers to the diOMe-TPA-CNBr compound followed by diOMe-TPA-CN, then TPA-CNBr and finally TPA-CN. This enhanced red-shift behavior is produced due to the introduction of bromide and dimethoxy groups that induce a stronger acceptordonor character inside the molecule. In addition to the bathochromic shifts all the TPA-cyanostilbene derivatives present the AIE features, but those that present the dimethoxy group in their structure present a massive enhance of its emission in solid state compared to those compound without the dimethoxy groups. This occurs because of two main reasons: first, the stronger acceptor-donor effect which moves the maximum absorption and emission peaks to longer wavelengths, contributing to color tuning. Second, the crystalline structure in which each of the molecules crystallizes. It is known that the p-p stacking interactions occur between two molecular faces in which their p orbitals overlap. But, for this to happen it is necessary to have a minimum distance between the two faces that will overlap. Thus, in order to have a fluorescence quenching, it is necessary to have the two overlapping planes in a distance that is smaller than 3.5 Å . For molecules shown in Fig. 16 , TPA-CN, diOMe-TPA-CN and diOMe-TPA-CNBr have a distance of 6.689, 4.941 and 4.096 Å , respectively, indicating that these three structures are incapable of suffering a p-p stacking interaction. Moreover, these molecules are capable of forming an aromatic hydrogen bond (C-HÁÁÁp) that helps to restrict the intermolecular motions and brings out the J Mater Sci (2020) 55:1366-1387 highest photoluminescent quantum yield at solid state [63] .
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the most used and studied cyanostilbenes are the acyanostilbenes due to its great possibilities in structural tunability, unlike the 4-cyanostilbene, which are quite restricted in this aspect. Besides that, there are several studies in 4-cyanostilbenes derivatives. An example of this type of molecules is the di-substituted TPE Fig. 17 , one which has the cyano groups at opposite phenyl groups and the other one which has the cyano group at adjacent phenyl moieties. An interesting aspect of these two compounds relies on their ability to present different emission characteristics under their crystalline state [64] .
In what refers to their PL behavior, the E and Z isomers can present some luminescence in a THF solution, which is quite rare in a molecule with AIE characteristics. In addition to this, when the fraction of water (f w ) is aggregated and constantly increased to the THF solutions of E and Z compounds, their emission intensity is not strictly increased. However, it fluctuates depending on the value of the f w . For example, when the f w is around the 30%, 50% and 60% the emission intensity drops drastically but, when the f w is at 10%, 20%, 70% and enhancement in the emission intensities is observed. Those solutions with a f w of 90-95% presented a tenfold emission intensity ( Fig. 18 ) [64] .
As expected, both the E and Z isomers present AIE characteristics due to their intermolecular interactions that activate the RIR mechanism, restricting the free rotation of the phenyl moieties and blocking the non-radiative pathways, but it also produces a red-shift behavior as the E and Z molecules aggregate. This phenomenon is produced by the intermolecular interactions that play a significant role in the electron transition process between neighboring molecules and within the same molecule [65] . In addition to that, these relatively small molecules are capable of producing an AIE effect with red-shift, which is quite rare [66, 67] . On the other hand, the small molecules capable of producing an AIE with blue-shift are much more common and fairly more studied [68] [69] [70] [71] .
Diaminodicyanoquinodimethanes (DADQS)
One of the systems of interest due to its intrinsic characteristics is the DADQs. The first synthesized DADQs exhibit a strong emission enhancement when the system is in viscous matrices [72] crystals, nanocrystals or colloids [73] and amorphous nanoparticles [74, 75] . This enhancement is attributed to the inhibition of torsional motions when the molecule is in the excited state. The DADQs are molecules generally synthesized from the reaction between 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) and different kind of amines. Such compounds are of great interest due to the ease by which structural changes can be made, allowing to design and modulate different characteristics in the DADQs, which give rise to possible applications for these compounds. Such applications include the use of these compound in electroluminescent devices [76] , sensing applications, determination of environment effect [73, 77, 78] , dyes in liquid crystal displays and nonlinear optics [79] [80] [81] [82] .
Like CN-DPDSB, the DADQs fluorescence gets diminished when they are in solutions with a low viscosity coefficient; their photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQYs) generally range between 10 -2 and 10 -3 . Whereas the PLQY gets strongly increased when the solution has a high viscosity coefficient, the temperature is reduced, or the aggregation is induced, producing an increase in the fluorescence time from picoseconds to nanoseconds [72, 77] .
An example of these molecules is shown below, Fig. 19 , which contain certain unique properties [83] . The skeleton of these molecules is confirmed, by the already known, donor-acceptor (D-A) system, where a dicyanomethylene moiety forms the electron-accepting group and the electron-donating group will be each of the amine derivatives located at the top of their respective molecule. In addition to that, the DADQs dipole moments are alterable independent on the excited state of the molecule. In the ground state, the dipole moment (l g ) can arrive to values around 15-20 D, while in the excited state (l e ) the value gets highly reduced to less than 0.5 D [72, 84, 85] . At the same time, the differences between the dipole moments of the excited and the ground states produce a dependence on the DADQs maximum absorption position and the medium polarity, while the maximum of fluorescence position is considerably less dependent to the medium polarity. The small values of l e could explain this decrease in the dependence between the fluorescence and the medium polarity.
For DADQs (b) and (c), it has been experimentally determined that the ground-state geometries are not completely planar due to a twist in the bond that joins together the benzene and the electron-donating groups. In regard to the DADQ shown in Fig. 19a , it has not been possible to determine its geometry experimentally, but computational calculation implies that its geometry will have similar behavior to those already observed in (b) and (c) but with a dihedral angle slightly smaller. Also, electronic excitations in the ground-state geometries, of the three compounds, produced a partial planarization in the conformation of the molecules. This reduction in the dihedral angles is dependent on the medium viscosity and the hindrance produced by the electrondonor moieties [72, 83, 85] . As a result of this, the excited-state relaxation process is in competence between the radiative pathway and the non-radiative one. In which the most restricted are the intermolecular motions, the most favored the radiative pathway gets. Because of this, the radiative pathway gets reinforced when the medium viscosity increases and the temperature drops, producing enhance in the fluorescence intensity which means a greater PLQY and a slowdown in the fluorescence decay time.
In addition to that, several studies have shown that zwitterionic DADQ molecules, especially those with groups that are not conjugated with the central pconjugation system of the DADQs (remote groups), present an optical second harmonic generation [79, [86] [87] [88] [89] . Also, DADQs with these functionalities are much more likely to aggregate, especially those bearing amino groups as remote functionalities. The presence of these remote groups significantly influences the solubility of these molecules, increasing their solubility, both in water and in organic solvents, facilitating different processes such as doping of water-soluble polymers and enabling their application in other fields such as organic vapor sensing.
Several DADQs molecules with remote functionalities had been studied Fig. 20 . As in the other cases, these molecules suffer a fluorescence decay or quenching when they are in solution, but they exhibit a fluorescence enhancement in their crystalline state and doped polymer films. Also, they present a high dipole moment of the ground state, which is congruent with the examples previously seen and with other similar reported molecules [72, 81, 84, 90] .
The 8 compounds shown in Fig. 18 display an absorption spectrum for the acetonitrile solution, the polymer film and the solid state that are very similar in height, width and shape. This indicates that molecular aggregation has little to no impact on the electronic absorption spectra of these compounds [16] . Moreover, it has been found that the emission of these compounds in low polar solvents is slightly stronger than the one produced in more polar solvents. In addition to that, these compounds are capable of producing an emission enhancement in the solid and polymer films that is much more significant than the one produced in the acetonitrile solution.
In the sake of finding further insight into the emission enhancement and the role of the remote functionalities of these molecules, a single-crystal x-ray analysis was performed for compounds (B) and (C) Fig. 20 . The results showed that compounds (B) and (C) crystallize in a monoclinic system with space group P2 1 /n and orthorhombic with space group Pbca, respectively [91] . Furthermore, the dihedral angle between the electron-donor moieties and the benzenoid ring are quite significant, ranging between 50°and 53°. This reduction in planarity is of great importance to avoid the p-p stacking of neighboring molecules. But, it also facilitates non-covalent interactions between the carbon atoms of the remote functionalities and the nitrogen (N) atoms in the negative polarized dicyanomethylene moiety. These interactions, besides of their weakness, are plentiful enough to influence in the organization of the DADQ molecules and contribute to the emission enhancement [16] . Compound (E) [72] and derivatives of compound (D) and G) [92] are capable of producing hydrogen bonds. All of these associations together possibly play a significant role in the restriction of the non-radiative relaxation pathway.
In summary, the cyano functionalities are widely used to expand the color palette that these luminogenes could provide. This is done by integrating different electron-donating group like carbazoles, TPA or alkylamines with the cyano groups which work as an electron-accepting group and complete the D-A system within the molecule. The cyano group is also responsible for the generation of twisted conformations, which are favorable for the AIE effect [93] . Its steric properties produce a distortion in the neighboring moieties conformation, delaying the p-p stacking interactions that cause the ACQ effect seen in conventional systems. Furthermore, the twisted configuration is responsible for weakening the overall conjugation in the luminogenic molecule. This facilitates the intramolecular motions, by reducing their energy barriers, and therefore promotes decay of the excited state by non-radiative mechanisms.
Conclusions
The AIE phenomenon is the effect in which the light emission of a luminogen gets enhanced by the formation of aggregates. AIEgens are typically nonplanar molecules with p-conjugated systems that are not luminescent as isolated or unconstrained species.
Cyano group is a great building block with unique properties capable of enhancing and red-shift the emissions of a typical hydrocarbon AIEgen. In addition to that, the electronic effect produced by the cyano group in the luminogen induces an electronic polarization produced by the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) and considerably alter the behavior of the luminogen, especially the color. On the other hand, the steric effect of the cyano group produces a twisted conformation in the luminogen, which in a dilute solution increases the intermolecular rotation but, in the aggregated state, prevents the formation of a planar structure avoiding the p-p stacking between molecules. Besides, the critical property of the cyano group is its capacity to form hydrogen bonds between the nitrogen atoms in the cyano groups and the hydrogen atoms of neighboring molecules. This interaction enhances the rigidity of the different AIEgen moieties in the aggregate stated and increases the radiative photophysical pathway substantially.
Finally, the AIE study is of significant academic value because it has provided a new platform to decipher the non-radiative processes that lead to the emission quenching in luminogens under solution and to understand the underlying mechanisms that bring about radiative decay in the aggregate state.
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